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1.

Introduction

The Role of the Design and Access Statement
This Design and Access Statement has been prepared in accordance with
the CABE (Commission for Architecture and the Built Environment) best
practice guidance ‘Design and Access Statements: How to Read, Write
and Use Them’ published in 2006.
The purpose of this Statement is to explain the design thinking behind
this planning application. It will outline how the design has evolved from
its initial conception to the scheme we have before us to consider. It will
demonstrate when and why key decisions have been made.
Ultimately this Statement provides the information for the local planning
authority (LPA), the public and key consultees to understand the likely
effects of this proposal and to make a well-informed and balanced
decision.
The DCLG (Department of Communities and Local Government) Circular
01/06 recommends that applicants follow an assessmentinvolvement-evaluation-design process in the production of their
Design and Access Statements. This report is written in accordance with
this process and follows the four steps outlined above.

The Proposal
The application concerns to provision of a new employment site on 2.8
hectares of land to the west of Carluddon and will bring new job
opportunities to the area.
The employment site is termed the Technology Park and will
predominately focus on end users linked to environmental technology
manufacturing and the renewable energy industry.
This focus and the design approach that has evolved responds to a
market need that Cornwall Council has indentified, which sets these
employment units apart from others available locally.
The proposal is submitted as a hybrid planning application. This means
that part of the application is in the manor of a full detailed planning
application (Phase 1) that shows a finalised design and layout for a
building and associated parking alongside wider site servicing and
landscaping.
The majority of this element of the scheme is to the northern end of the
application site which comprises of a single building with gross internal
floor space of 2289 m. The building will provide approximately 839m
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of lettable industrial space and 384 m of lettable offices in a rectangular
shape building with shared management facilities and meeting rooms.
This building is called ESAM (Employment Space for Advanced
Manufacturing) and is shown in the preferred layout on figure 1 below.
By submitting this first phase in detail it will enable this element of the
scheme to commence in the immediate future without need for any
subsequent planning approval.
Figure 1: Landscape Framework and Access Routes (Pegasus C0431-05 f)
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The remainder of the Technology Park is submitted in predominately an
outline form (Phase 2), whereby the principle of the scheme, design
parameters alongside site levelling to create development platforms,
infrastructure and servicing are assessed, whilst matters of the finalised
design of buildings are reserved for assessment through a subsequent
planning application process. Thereby initial site preparation works to
unlock this land for future development will be permitted through this
application if approved, whilst the finalised detail of what the buildings
will look like will be assessed at a later stage.
This Statement will in some cases distinguish between the detailed and
the outline elements of this proposal. However they should not be read
as separate components to each other, the project is proposed on the
basis of the interaction between the facilities and users of the site and it
should therefore be viewed as such.

Why this site was chosen
A detailed analysis into why this site was chosen is provided in the
accompanying report to this application titled the Sequential Test.
This report explains that due to a range of criteria identified to help
ensure occupancy and success of the project, alongside the deliverability
timescales associated with the funding for the proposal, this site is the
sequentially preferred location in the area to meet these development
needs.

Land ownership
This planning application is made on land within the ownership of Imerys
that forms part of the Penhale Minerals Operational Area.

Interaction with other projects
Whilst this planning application is submitted on its own individual merits
it has been developed so it is complimentary to existing proposals in the
immediate area. These projects are summarised below.
A391 Improvements
It is important to acknowledge that the scheme has been submitted at
the same time as the proposal for improvements to the A391 which runs
directly to the west of the application site.
The proposal has been designed so it can be delivered with both the
existing highway network and the A391 improvements and is therefore
compatible with both the existing and proposed highway network.
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Figure 2: Location of Technology Park and relationship with proposed A391
improvements

West Carclaze Eco- Community
The application site is located within the area of the West Carclaze EcoCommunities site, which is subject to a live hybrid planning application
submitted on 28th February 2011. Whilst it is understood from recent
announcements that significant progress will not be made concerning the
Eco-Communities project in the short term, nevertheless this proposal
has been designed so that whilst it is not dependent up on it, it
complements the wider Eco-Communities scheme.
The proposal is compatible with the Economic Strategy for the proposed
Eco-communities scheme. For example the spatial employment strategy
(paragraph 6.3.2 West Carclaze & Baal Eco-Community Design and
Access Statement) outlines that the West Carclaze & Baal Masterplan will
‘begin the process of change’ with the following relevant opportunities
‘identified to start the process of regeneration’:
-

prominent and accessible business park, in a high quality
environment within the heart of the community
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-

early investment to create a highly flexible office (‘thinking’ space)
coupled by a technology centre for product testing, manufacturing
and vocational training

Further to the above the ES Technical Appendix E – land use, community
and socio-economic dated February 2011 accompany the hybrid planning
submission outlines the total of the 2000 jobs estimated through the
proposed development 900 of these are attributed to Business and
Industry (table as part of paragraph 37). The document states through
paragraph 46 that the ‘proposals are for the West Carclaze and Baal site
to eventually provide 9,000 sq m of office type space on 2.3 ha of land
and 7,400 sq m of industrial type premises on 1.9 ha of land’. Paragraph
47 explains that ’but there is a need for flexibility to ensure that the
product provided is responsive to market demand’.
Figure 3: Eco-Bos Artist’s Impression of the West Carclaze Eco-Community

The proposal provides for a first employment building of 2,289 m with
approximately 839 sq m of lettable industrial space and 384 m of
lettable office focusing in on the environmental technology
manufacturing and the renewable energy industry. It is estimated that
70 jobs will be provided in this building and a potential for a further 100
on the remainder of the technology park. The site area is in total 2.8 ha
but 2.34 ha amount of this is allocated to employment development
itself.
The ratio of development on the site has been developed in response to
detailed analysis of the constraints on the site alongside the key
deliverables triggered by the development such as the topography,
infrastructure provision and mitigation requirements. These have been
developed alongside responding to key recommendation contained in
feasibility and market analysis undertaken to help ensure the project is a
success.
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Nevertheless whist there is a live hybrid planning application in relation
to the West Carclaze Eco- Communities site, no assumption should be
made that this application is reliant upon this wider scheme and as a
result, it should therefore, quite clearly, be judged on its own individual
merits.
This scheme does not prejudice delivery of the A391 improvements or
the wider Eco Communities project and is additionally not reliant upon
them either.
Figure 4: Eco-Bos Illustrative Masterplan (ECO/LHC/MP/L00.10)

Delivery
The proposed first employment building is anticipated to be completed in
the Autumn of 2014.

Proposed Plans
Details of the proposed buildings are shown on the following Drawing
Numbers which accompany this statement:
3164-PL01
3164-PL02A
3164-PL03A
3164-PL04A
3164-PL05A
3164-PL06A
3164-PL11,12,13
3164-PL15,16,17
3164-PL18 A
3164-PL20A,21A,22A

Existing site plan (1:2500)
Proposed site plan (1:2500)
Proposed phasing plan (1:1250)
Parameter plan (1:500)
Urban design framework (1:500)
Proposed block plan (1:500)
Floor and roof plans (1:100)
Elevations (1:100)
Sections (1:100)
Perspectives
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2.

Assessment of the Local Context
This section outlines how we have assessed the site and its surroundings
– what is termed the local context. The CABE guidance outlines on page
12 that ‘local context includes the physical, social and economic
characteristics of the site and surroundings, as well as any existing
planning policies’.
We have therefore assessed the local context under the suggested
components.

Physical Context
The site is located approximately one mile to the north of the settlement
of St. Austell within the China Clay area. The development site is located
between the villages of Scredda, Carluddon, Penwithick and the nonoperational china clay workings of West Carclaze and Baal.
The topography of the site area is relatively flat, situated on an elevated
plateau with the land to the west gently sloping down towards the coast
and St Austell.
The site is characterised by despoiled land, remnant heath and
moorland, dominated by the clay extraction industry. Whilst the site is
no longer mined for china clay, the previous extraction process has been
extensive and has had significant implications on the local landscape
character with retains a number of the relics of the clay mining
operations. As the area has not been mined for many years, distinct
vegetation re-growth can be found in certain areas.
There is a dispersal of residential dwellings, predominately linked to the
areas mining past alongside remnants of old field patterns which
contribute to a post industrial landscape of rich diversity.
The existing A391 route runs to the north and east of the application site
and provides access to existing properties in Carluddon, and connection
to the north east distributor road connecting to the A390 east of St
Austell. The proposed A391 improvements will run to the west – please
see figure on page 7.
Carluddon has the benefit of the Great Treverbyn Tip, locally known as
the Sky Tip, being a significant landscape feature setting the physical
context of the locality, being former china clay workings.
The Sky tip lies at the heart of the Eco-communities scheme, acting as a
beacon for the new community and likewise is a core component and
influencing factor into our project.
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Figure 5: The Sky Tip as illustrated in the Eco-Bos Design and Access Statement

Social Context
The St Austell, St Blazey and the Clay Area Strategic Investment
Framework (SIF) produced in 2008 outlined the social context of the St.
Austell area as follows:
The St. Austell & St. Blazey & Clay Area is primarily a working area.
There is a tradition of male full time employment; people tend to have
relatively poor qualifications and consequently work in largely manual
occupations.
The area suffers from relative deprivation particularly in terms of
housing and low income (and it is likely that this situation will have
deteriorated since the statistics were compiled).
There are a significant number of businesses in the area, many of which
are in need of entrepreneurial advice and support. There is a low level of
business formation. Employment and business activity is concentrated in
declining sectors such as manufacturing and primary industries.
There is a high level of home ownership, but this is likely to be because
of a lack of alternative accommodation i.e. accommodation owned by the
Council or social landlord. There is a problem of housing affordability
caused by the low wages compared to the price of housing.
However, the area has begun to receive significant investment in the last
few years, and this will continue through to 2015, as it is a priority for
the Regional Development Agency as well as the European Regional
Development Fund through the Convergence programme for Cornwall
and the Isles of Scilly. There is also increasing private sector interest in
the area.
The Clay parishes have a number of settlements that can form a nucleus
for regeneration, although increasing numbers are living here due to its
centrality and access to the A30. There is a significant proportion of
young people growing up in the Clay parishes compared to the St.
Austell area.
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The area is clearly one that is in transition and from the responses
provided through consultation for the Eco-communities project, the Area
Regeneration Plan and the Cornwall Local Plan, the emphasis of
regenerative growth for the area through these documents and
proposals is predominately welcomed locally.
A key expectation from these consultations is the retention of the Sky
Tip as part of any future proposal.

Economic Context
The economic profile of the area has been undergoing change as a result
in the downturn in the China Clay Industry and as such the Council has
responded to this through the policy drive expressed in the St Austell St
Blazey China Clay Area Regeneration Plan.
The economic profile of the area has led to St. Austell and the Clay
County being identified as a Strand 1 town under priority 4 of the
Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Convergence Operation Programme 20072013 (OP).
The OP defines the area as a ‘location subject to major regeneration
changes and requiring long term and significant support to address
specific economic challenges’.
In 2008 Cornwall Council produced the St Austell, St Blazey and the
Clay SIF to provide a framework and justification for potential European
Regional Development Fund (ERDF) through the Priorities and Strands of
the OP.
The SIF states the following on page 6 in relation to the economic
context of the area:
‘The Clay Area to the northwest of St. Austell is facing a period of
dramatic change. The economy and livelihoods of many local people
have relied on the china clay industry for decades, either through direct
employment or through employment in other locally based businesses
supplying goods and services to the clay industry. In recent years
Imerys has undertaken significant restructuring (including major
investment at Rocks works near Bugle), but also rationalisation of its
operations and a reduction in employees. The area is also suffering from
the impact of the closure of the MOD base at St. Mawgan with the loss of
many civilian jobs.
The resulting loss of incomes has reduced the amount of money
available in the local economy. Many of those leaving Imerys have been
older workers who have sought new employment or opted for early
retirement with consequent reductions in family income levels. The
tradition of family employment in the clay industry is now waning, and to
access new employment opportunities the young people in the area may
need to acquire higher levels of qualification than those needed in clay
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industry activities, where skills and knowledge were often gained
through apprenticeships.
There is still much to be done in the area. Incomes are still very low, and
skills levels need to be increased. There are many and increasing
numbers of development opportunities for new employment’.
Recent investments in the locality have begun the principles of
refocusing the economic profile of the St. Austell and China Clay Area.
This has included ERDF investments it Stephen and Scown offices in High
Cross Street, the relocation to new premises of St. Austell Print at
Carclaze and the success of modern office development at the Carclaze
Enterprise Centre.
These developments are particularly positive signals for the future
direction of the area bearing in mind the current national and
international economic climate.
The Employment Land Review undertaken in 2010 by Nathaniel Lichfield
and Partners acts as evidence base to evolving Cornwall Local Plan.
This document emphasis the potential untapped ‘latent demand’ for high
quality accommodation in the area and evidences the need for direct and
reliable access by road to encourage inward investment and the
establishment of successful employment space.
As part of the Eco-communities hybrid scheme an independent research
study was undertaken into the China Clay Area economy. Through
paragraph 4.12.2 of the West Carclaze & Baal Eco Community Design
and Access Statement produced by Eco-Bos a summary of the finding of
this study outlined the following:
-

The Lost Generation - Many skilled 20 to 34 year-olds move away
for work
The Vicious Circle - Key businesses are not here because there
aren’t enough skilled employees
The Peninsular Economy - To grow, Cornwall’s businesses need to
break out of the peninsula and compete in more regional, national
and global markets
The Half Billion Pound Wealth Gap - Mid- Cornwall’s economic
performance is half a billion pounds less than the UK average
A need to maximise benefits of new opportunities e.g. high speed
broadband, renewable energy, etc
A need to create jobs for a range of skills in a wide range of
industries

A more detailed analysis of the economic context for the area is provided
in Chapter 15: Land Use, Community and Socio-economics of the
Environmental Statement.
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Planning Policy Context
A detailed review of the planning policy context is provided in Chapter 6
of the Environmental Statement and the accompanying Planning
Statement and therefore is not reproduced here in detail.
However specific attention is drawn to the following paragraphs from the
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) March 2012 which regard to
some of the key planning policy drivers in relation to the design of the
scheme:
Paragraph 17 – Core Planning Principles – ‘always seek to secure high
quality design and a good standard of amenity for all existing and future
occupants of land and buildings’
Paragraph 18 – ‘The Government is committed to securing economic
growth in order to create jobs and prosperity, building on the country’s
inherent strengths, and to meeting the twin challenges of global
competition and of a low carbon future’.
Paragraph 20 – ‘To help achieve economic growth, local planning
authorities should plan proactively to meet the development needs of
business and support an economy fit for the 21st century’.
Paragraph 62 – LPA’s ‘should have local design review arrangements in
place to provide assessment and support to ensure high standards of
design’.
Paragraph 63 – ‘In determining applications, great weight should be
given to outstanding or innovative designs which help raise the standard
of design more generally in the area’.
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3. Involvement
Paragraph 66 of the NPPF states that ‘applicants will be expected to work
closely with those directly affected by their proposals to evolve designs
that take account of the views of the community. Proposals that can
demonstrate this in developing the design of the new development
should be looked on more favourably’.

Consultations Undertaken as Part of the Eco-Communities
Proposals
The principle of employment development on the Technology Park site
was originally developed through the Eco-Bos West Carclaze EcoCommunities scheme and indicated on the Land Use Masterplan
(Drawing Number ECO/LHC/MP/L00.02 Revision G), which formed part
of the consultation for this proposal. This current proposal is consistent
with the Masterplans consulted upon.
The consultations undertaken as part of these proposals is contained
within the Statement of Community Involvement report accompanying
the application and is summarised on page 61 of the Planning
Supporting Statement.

Pre-submission Public Consultation
More recently the proposed Technology Park alongside the proposed
Carluddon A391 Improvement has undergone a public exhibition phase
for a six week.
From Saturday 8th September to Friday 14th
September just over 860 people were spoken
with about the proposals. Events in the town
centre at the Saturday Market and Asda saw
over 500 people hear about the scheme.
Events in community venues at Stenalees,
Penwithick, St Austell John Keay House and
Bugle attracted a further 158 people.
Over this period approximately 1850
information leaflets have been distributed
around the community and at the
consultation events. The Carluddon preplanning consultation leaflet includes an
aerial map with an overlay of the
proposals and can be found here.
70.5 % of responses were supportive of
the land being made available for a technology park whilst 76.6% were
supportive of the provision of high quality employment workspace, new
businesses and jobs to the area. 51.5 % stated at the time that the
Carluddon Technology Park Design and Access Statement
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design was appropriate for the local area. It is important to note as is
detailed in the design and access statement the design has evolved in
response to consultation comments received.
The Statement of Community Involvement accompanying this
application sets out in the detail the response received.

Pre-application Consultations with Key Stakeholders
Just like the public pre-application consultation as the project has
developed and the design evolved a number of consultations have been
undertaken with key stakeholders and consultees at the stages where
their input has been considered as being most valuable.
The comments these consultees have made and how we have responded
to them are documented in the Statement of Community Involvement.

Cornwall Council Reporting
The proposed project has been reported to Cornwall Council’s Cabinet
throughout the last twelve months on a number of occasions and for a
number of reasons such as seeking approvals to develop and submit the
planning application, to develop business case for funding bids, to
acquire appropriate control over the application site and to commit
Cornwall Council resources to the proposal.
In addition it is likely the planning application will be reported to
Cornwall Council Strategic Planning Committee before a formal decision
is issued.

Formal Public Consultation
The planning application will be subject to a formal statutory
consultation exercise in full accordance with the Town and Country
Planning (Development Management Procedure) (England) Order 2010.

Professional Team
The project has evolved through regular engagement of a multi
disciplined team consisting of architects, planning officers, structural
engineers, mechanical and electrical engineers, quantity surveyors,
landscape architects, BREEAM assessors and transport advisors.
In addition the Technology Park proposals have been developed with the
A391 improvement team to ensure consistent, cohesive design
strategies have been achieved.
An Environmental Statement is being submitted as part of the planning
submission by AECOM. The Environmental Statement is being prepared
together with the A391 Road Improvement project as both applications
will be submitted at the same time. However as stated on page 6 of this
report the applications should be assessed individually.
Carluddon Technology Park Design and Access Statement
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4

Evaluation
This section outlines how we have evaluated the information collected in
the previous two stages and identified opportunities and constraints that
will inform the scheme. It will set out what decisions have been taken
and why.

Responding to Consultations
A fundamental element of the projects evolution is to respond to the
comments raised through consultations. Comments that have been
received as part of the project development and how we have responded
to them are contained in the Statement of Community Involvement
report accompanying this application.

Initial Concepts and Financial Viability of the Project
A feasibility report was undertaken by PACEC (Public and Corporate
Economic Consultants) in February 2012 into the viability of the ESAM
project and which in turn established a range of criteria to inform the
design of the site to respond to market needs.
Of particular relevance is section 3 of the Stage 1 Market Review Final
Report which defined a number key factors in relation to the ESAM
proposal and through table 3.1 below covered the suggested target
sectors and size of companies, the size of ESAM and the units, the build
quality and facilities, and business support services, and links with other
initiatives.

The ESAM Concept
A The target sectors

These are seen as the main predominant activities for businesses, recognising
that some firms can go through a cycle of stages from research and
development to advice production, the provision of support services and some
distribution activities.
Target sectors – advanced manufacturing with adaptations of components and
products for the low carbon, sustainable technology sectors including R&D and
some small scale batch production. The definition of “industrial” use as referred
to as the main component of the scheme would include light manufacturing,
laboratory space and space for new product development including prototypes.
B The size of companies
Size of companies – self employed occupants, micro and small companies with
grow on space either at ESAM or elsewhere in Cornwall.
c Overall Size of ESAM
First phase of up to 1,394 sq m (15,000 sq ft) gross split between 929 sq m
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(10,000 sq ft) industrial and work pods and 465 sq m gross (5,000 sq ft)
offices. In addition there will be 186 sq m (2,000 sq ft) for reception,
administrative and business support and meetings / small conferences.
d Size of units
Size of the units – modular units of circa 28-37 sq m (300-400 sq ft) increasing
to circa 92.9 sq m (1,000 sq ft) with flexible modules to allow for grow-on
activities.
e Leasing arrangements
Leasing arrangements – easy in and out with short term lease/licence periods
available with longer leases available for premises housing capital equipment.
f Build quality
Build quality – high quality build standard required with features to reflect
sustainability requirements. Building to BREEAM Excellent standard to provide
an environmental exemplar.
g The environment
Environment – the need to create a pleasant environment with adequate access
and parking facilities.
h Access and parking
Access – from the realigned A391via a new link and adequate parking provided
for tenants and visitors
i Facilities at ESAM
Management facilities – front line management, secretarial and administrative
and business support offices.
Meeting/seminar and small conference rooms and opportunities for showcasing
products.
In addition this report also specifies through Section 8.1.1 a number of
key marketing messages ‘to help ensure occupancy and success’ which if
relevance to the design principles of the ESAM concept which included
point d:
Ensuring the high-quality and visible nature of the premises and
business support elements

Parking Requirements
The Stage 2 PACEC report outlined through paragraph 2.1.8 that
‘extensive parking is also crucial to the vitality of the scheme.
Comparable centres show parking ratios in the region of 1:14 sq m
(1:150 sq ft) or 3.5 spaces per unit’.
However this level of parking per sq m is considerably in excess of the
existing maximum parking allocations outlined through Cornwall
Structure Plan 2004 policy 28 for employment uses as shown below:
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County Council Parking Guidelines (Maximum Standards)
B1 including offices
1 sp/35 sqm GFA
B2 Employment
1 sp/50 sqm GFA
Whilst it is accepted that this policy is now dated and it is acknowledged
that through the NPPF that the planning system should respond to
market needs, the above policy remains in place and is given material
weight in accordance with paragraph 215 of the NPPF.
Negotiations have been undertaken with Cornwall Council Transport
Officers who have agreed in principle to a parking provision of 1:25 per
sq m for the Technology Park element of the project and a subsequent
1:35 per sq m provision for the development zones B and C which will
provide an overall quantum of 1:30 per sq m.
In addition to this above 6 additional dedicated disabled spaces will be
provided in association with the Technology Park proposal.
Further detail can be found in the Transport Assessment, which forms
part of the EIA.

Responding to Key Constraints
Every proposal establishing site constraints is integral part of the
informing the design process. This can relate to the orientation of the
site, proximity to other uses and structures and the general lay of the
land. Initial site visits and assessment established the following key
impacts on the design approach for the proposal.

Establishing Development Plates
The layout of the development plates on which building can be
constructed is driven primarily by the topography of the site and the key
driver to ensure that all cut and fill material remains on the site and
managed into the creation of development plateaus and the wider
landscape strategy. This approach prevents unnecessary costs, keeps
material on the site and prevents the associated vehicular movements
with relocation of materials.
From initial site assessments a ribbon of level land, which follows an
average contour of 221.5 was identified and forms the spine of the site.
It was viewed that this spine would lend itself to the main access road,
complementing the Eco Bos parameter plans and existing SWW services.
During further developments informed by the topographical studies,
ground investigations and the overall design aspirations for the scheme,
the plateaus were rationalised into two key areas at the North and South
ends of the site. The finalised levels of these plateaus were carefully
considered with regard creating full pedestrian and vehicle access both
within the site and towards the wider community and ensuring a cut and
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fill balance of site material can be achieved, which in turns reduces the
scheme’s impact on the local area.

Green Routes
A pedestrian route across the proposed A391 is a key element of the
Green strategy for the area and there is a strong desire to create a route
from the additional development sites in the West, across the bridge and
then to the South East diagonally across the bottom of the site.
Whilst all of these routes will not be created during the first phase of
development, the scheme has been developed to ensure these can be
delivered in the future.

Services
A review of all known services crossing or affecting the site has been
carried out.
Key services affecting the site are:
 Imerys owned power, telecoms and clay pipelines.
 Statutory power lines to the West of the site and along the realigned A391
 South West Water main line

Overshadowing from the Sky Tip
The scale of the Sky Tip and its proximity has implications upon the
daylight received to particulars areas of the site which in turn has
implications on where are best locations to place development.
In order to fully assess the potential risk of overshadowing onto the site
a 3D topographical model has been generated for the area. It
investigated the path of the sun across the site at 8am, midday and 4pm
on four days of the year; March 20th, June 20th, September 22nd and
December 21st.
In all instances it was afternoon to evening sun, which presented a likely
chance of shadowing and it was during the winter periods when the sun’s
position was lower in the sky that the greatest overshadowing occurred.
Illustrated is the outline of shadowing across the site on December 21st
from 12 noon to 4pm. It consistently shows that shadowing will have
crossed the lower to middle sections of the site for most of the day and
reflects the worst case scenario.
In terms of design parameters, this suggests that proposals are
developed for the first phase of work to the North of the site so that the
overshadowing does not undermine nature daylight to premises and any
potential PV strategies.
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Figure 6: Constraints Site Plan – Overshadowing from the Sky Tip December 21st
3164 (SK19)

Foul and Surface Water Drainage
Foul drainage connection will be to the public foul sewer. The nearest
point of connection into the network is beneath the B3374 Penwithick
Road approx 300 metres from the northern boundary of site. Initial
enquiries with SWW have confirmed that suitable capacity is currently
available in the public system to accept flows from the proposed
development and that a requisitioned sewer would be an acceptable
solution for this site.
With regard to surface water drainage opportunities for sustainable
drainage systems are limited on this site due to the impermeable ground
conditions and topography. And therefore a separate surface water
sewer network is proposed, with attenuation to Greenfield runoff rates
being provided in either permeable pavement or an attenuation tank
beneath the car park for the ESAM building, and an attenuation tank
close to the entrance for highway runoff.

Lighting
Lighting has been kept to a minimum to respond the conclusions from
species surveys undertaken on the site which has established flight
paths for the greater horseshoe bat. It is proposed to utilise low level
and medium height light fittings to ensure that the lighting is acceptable
in this context whilst also ensuring the provision of safe way movements
for pedestrians in response to comments received from the Police Liaison
officer and Disability Cornwall.
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Design
5.

Use
The Technology Park will create a business cluster predominately of B1
and B2 uses (the option for B8 use is to be kept open on the wider
Technology Park proposal) in a high profile location that will attract new
companies that are at the forefront of environmental technologies and
renewable energy which will in turn facilitate growth of existing
businesses in this sector.
The principles behind the proposal is to create a campus style
development, in order to maximise the opportunity for interaction
between occupants and facilities to provide the opportunity for enhanced
innovation in the environmental and renewable energy sectors with the
ultimate objective to act as a catalyst for high skilled, well paid, stable
employment.
The Technology Park responds to this sectorial market need that
Cornwall Council has identified through proportionate evidence base, a
feasibility report and market analysis with local agents. The basis for site
selection is outlined in detail in the Sequential Test Report which
accompanies this planning application.

6.

Amount
The Technology Park comprises of approximately 2.80 ha of employment
land. The application will comprise of two phases of development as
detailed in the description of the proposal contained on pages 4-6 and
show on the plan attached at figure 1 on page 5. The phasing of
development relates to the breakdown of the detail that will be
submitted as part of the planning submission. The phasing of
development is however broken down into three development zones,
informed by the creation of three development plates as detailed within
the preceding Evaluation section. These are termed Developments A, B
and C and are detailed on the image overleaf. The amount to be built in
each Zone and the link to the associated phasing is summarised below:
Development Zone A:
Phase 1 Building - detailed application:
Total development area: 3396
Building footprint 1477sqm (Gross internal area 2289sqm)
ESAM building to be a max 3 storeys (Approximately 15m to ridge
height)
Development Zone B:
Phase 2 - Outline application:
Total dev. area 1940sqm
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Development Zone C:
Future phasing (Large development plot to the South) -Outline
application:
Total dev. area 4373sqm
Figure 7: Development Framework Building Zones 3164 (SK42D)

Site Access Options

Site Access Options
Option 1 - High

Option 2 - Low
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The options illustrated present 3 alternative positions for the entrance
based on review of both the proposed and existing A391road. The
options investigate the viability of accessing the site at a high, low and
medium point along the A391 generally at the minimum 60m distance
from other junctions. The high point is option 1 where the cut is
greatest between the Boundary and the road and the low point is option
2.
These options were initially developed with the view that a development
site to the East (Orange shaded) will also need to be accessed in the
future.

A391 Road Improvements Proposals
All options indicate a proposed location for the access point from the
A391 design team. To ensure safe access into the technology park site,
option 3 was seen as a preferred solution as it was equidistantly
positioned between the existing Penwithick double roundabouts to the
East and the new roundabout to the West.
It was agreed by the team that a mid point access (option 3) provides
the most efficient arrangement for accessing both sites and is the
preferred solution.

7. Layout

At an early stage to inform the site layout for the proposal, a range of
options were produced to explore the key design constraints and
opportunities that were available within the scheme.
The broad proposals provide the starting point to the design approach
and informed where the phases of development would occur.
These initial options tested the maximum volume of development on the
site and were informed by the constraints of the site, the parameters
and objectives contained within the eco-communities proposals, job
creation and development density aspirations.

Initial Options
Hub Option

Street Option
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Hub Option

Street Option

Composite Option

This explored locating
developments to the
North of the site with
parking gathered at
the South.
It was identified that
separating large areas
of development and
parking was not a
desirable principle.

This explored locating
buildings in a ribbon of
developments along the
Eastern boundary.
The aspiration to create a
street frontage was positive,
however some issues of
overshadowing and large
areas of parking were again
undesirable.

This combined the
positive elements of the
earlier design iterations,
however there were still
limitations relating to the
phasing of development
and the engagement of
the ESAM building (A) to
the A391 re-diversion.

Initial Options Appraisal

Following the initial design of options an initial review was undertaken to
identify the key strengths and weaknesses with the options to inform a
more focused solution. These are summarised below:
-

-

Options should better engage with the roundabout being created by
the A391 re-alignment.
Opportunities for a street frontage on the Northern boundary of site,
which could continue onto sites to the East should be explored further
A defined street/ spine should be maintained
Small 100sqm units as indicated on the Street and composite options
should be omitted.
Opportunities for future developments to create a focal point at the
Southern end of the site should be explored
Layout of development plates should correlate with the phasing of the
development
Further considerations to be given to green route connection
Consideration to be given to future pedestrian access onto adjoining
sites and Eco-communities project

Considering the Positioning of the ESAM Building
The position of the ESAM building was additionally considered at this
stage and further detailed design options were produced.
This involved positioning the ESAM building with its possible 1000sqm
extension, associated parking based on the updated transport assessor’s
feedback and access arrangements. These were developed in
conjunction with site wide options, although illustrated separately to
provide clarity.
A key marketing message provided by the PACEC feasibility report was
that the first phase of development should be located in a highly visible
location to help facilitate the success of the proposal and to provide the
catalyst for future development on the remainder of the site.
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Following the consideration of the levels on the site, the creation of
development plates and the preference to avoid overshadowing from the
Sky tip it was therefore logical to develop the ESAM building at the
Northern end of the site.
The added benefit is that this dovetails with the phasing of development
in the area, providing the key initial infrastructure to allow future growth
onto the South of the site and onto future development plots to the East.

Considering the Position of ESAM
ESAM East

ESAM West

ESAM North

Summary of Findings to Inform Subsequent Detailed Design
Phase 1 development
 The preferred design solution is for a single building in the region of
2000sqm located at the North of the site.
 It will be positioned on a development plate not at risk of
overshadowing.
 The building is intended to engage with the green route at its Eastern
end and have a clear visual presence overlooking the new A391
roundabout and re-aligned road at its Western end.
 Parking spaces will be created through consultation with the transport
assessor and Cornwall Council guidelines.
 Development space for a 1000sqm extension building with parking to
consolidate the ESAM building will be created through the first phase.
Access
 Subject to further investigation into services and updated
topographical data a single vehicle junction created at a mid point
between the application site and the land to the East along their
Northern boundary would be the logical access point into the site.
This would connect into the A391 and create a spine road providing
potential access to both sites.
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Development plates
 Subject to the updated ground investigation and topographical
information, a series of development plates across site 1 ensuring
balanced cut and fill of site material would seem to be the logical
solution.
Future development
 Three potential options illustrating distinct scales of development
have been produced. All options adhere to similar principles in
relation to access and development plates and will form the
foundation for defining the parameters of the outline planning
application.

Developing the Preferred Layout
In accordance with the preferred location for the building at the Northern
section of the site, the site layout options for the overall development of
the Technology Park were rationalised. Figure 7 shown on page 23
identified 3 building zones (A, B, C) for future development.
The first upper most area (building Zone A) identifies the zone for the
ESAM building and phase 1 whilst the second two zones (B and C)
identified the areas for future development.
The building footprints are designed to illustrate a maximum potential
area of built form within a building area The adjacent layout confirms
that a 2 storey 2000sqm building (1000sqm footprint) would easily be
accommodated in development area A and helps to define a limit of
development for zones B and C which constitute phase 2 of the proposal
and are presented in outline form. Nevertheless for assessment purposes
it is required to examine what will be going on this site. For example,
how many traffic movements will occur, what are the scale of the
buildings and what resultant mitigation measures through appropriate
landscaping may therefore be required.
Therefore a maximum development potential is established through this
process to which any development authorised through the planning
decision will fall within.
Finally the layout also clarified the primary access route into and around
the tech park site, and the adjoining land to the east.
The design primer overleaf identifies a number of key views to and from
the building along with lines of building frontage and entrance points
alongside the general structure of the street zones on the site.
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Figure 8: Design Primer for the Site

Establishing the Layout Options for the First Phase of
Development
Once, the location of the first phase of development was established on
the Northern section of the site, testing how the ESAM building would
function and be accessed was the next step in the evolution of the
design. Layouts were then developed to look at a single horizontal
building footprint, an L shaped footprint (both with internal circulation)
or a series of smaller blocks grouped around a central courtyard
(external circulation).
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The results of these options were to highlight that creating a single
building form with heated shared internal circulation was more
preferable than a cluster of blocks around a shared external courtyard.
In addition it was established that a 6m access road to the entire
perimeter of the building would be unnecessary and that providing full
vehicle access to the South (Industrial) side with partial vehicle access
to the North would be more appropriate.
This would ensure a strong street frontage is achieved on the North
elevation uncluttered with industrial yards and help to structure the
building usage and management.
The marked up sketch overleaf indicates a further iterative design
layout. A key constraint of this layout was that there should be a
stronger connection between the car park and the main building
entrance to ensure a clear understanding of the route into the ESAM
building is achieved.
Figure 9: Iterative Design Layout for ESAM

The next iteration focused on the first phase layout of the site and the
relationship between the ESAM building and parking areas. Following
initial concepts a number of matters were identified that required
addressing for the preferred layout:
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 Rationalising the building footprint would provide a better opportunity
for ensuring flexible floor spaces could be created future proofing the
development.
 Ensuring level access (DDA) compliant routes into and around the
scheme is important to the overall connectivity of the site for
pedestrians.
 The orientation and design of road junctions should allow for full HGV
access and be to adoptable standards.
 Re-evaluating the design of the turning point at the North West
corner may provide better opportunities to reduce the visual impact of
industrial elements and rationalise access into the design units.

Preferred Layout
Following the above processes a preferred layout was established.
Two key changes were to omit the large turning head at the North East
corner for a hard standing turning circle. This ensures the boundary can
be softened into the landscape and the levels of cut and fill site material
be graded to provide screening to the heavier industrial elements.
Secondly, the orientation of parking has been adjusted so that the car
park users are separated from the heavier industrial vehicle areas.
The layout overleaf identifies the preferred design solution for the first
phase of development indicating potential future connectivity routes,
access, parking and landscaping design intents.
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Figure 10: Landscape Framework and Access Routes (Pegasus C0431-05F)
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8.

Scale and Appearance
This section refers to the evolution of the scale and appearance of the
ESAM building being the detailed element of the planning application
whereby matters of scale and appearance will form part of the planning
determination.

Initial Concepts
In conjunction with the initial designs for the site layout early concepts
were developed for the form and shape of the ESAM building. The
illustrated concept shows the building with a triangular footprint that
created an internal shared circulation space.
Figure 11: Illustrated Concept of the ESAM Building

Whilst the concept of utilising the shared internal space for facilities for
building users was seen as positive, there were concerns that regarding
the triangular form of the central space alongside the position of the
WCs and the kitchenettes. It was highlighted that these were creating
in-efficiencies within the design and limiting views out from the building,
reducing its engagement with the surrounding area.
The use of a single main entrance point into the building was also
highlighted as being an important element both for control of access
and to mark a main entrance area.
The structuring of the building into wings of large dedicated industrial
spaces that could be sub divided and small flexible spaces that could
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either be office or industrial was seen to be a positive response to the
brief neatly organising the building uses.

Development of the
Plan

Figure 12: Early Sketch Plans

Following the initial design
concepts further iterations
rationalised and developed
the plan form.
• A single main entrance to
the building with a clear
route from the car park
• A shared meeting space
close to the main entrance
with scope for good views
out.
• A glazed elevation towards
the roundabout linking the
central space and heart of
the building with the A391
and helping to develop a
profile elevation.
The building maintained the
single design intent of two
wings and a central space
housing shared facilities.
The larger more Southerly
wing (blue) designed to
single storey but double height with scope for additional mezzanines if
required.
The narrower Northerly wing (green) being single height but 3 storeys.
It was also the design intent to incorporate large areas of roof lights above
the central shared
space so that this
Figure 13: Early 3D Illustration
area will be flooded
with natural
daylight and as it is
southerly facing,
will be animated
with sunlight on
sunnier days.
This was the design
put out to public
consultation.
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Development of the Cross Section
The key drivers in relation to the roof form and sectional development
relate to the context of local industrial/ agricultural buildings and the desire
to utilise the roof form to support PV panels as part of the building’s green
strategy. This has led to a pitched roof solution that effectively encloses the
space required within the building.
Initial concepts looked at a tight internal corridor space, which maximised
lettable areas to either side of the building and would require shared and
breakout spaces to become dedicated rooms within the building.The original
cross section of the building was developed to respond to the layout of the
internal spaces. A simple strategy for developing the central corridor into a
central shared space sandwiched between naturally ventilated lettable units
allowed the building design to be simplified. Three storeys of units were
initially provided on the north side.
Figure 14: Concept Section of ESAM

The workshop/ office elements along the North wing have been limited to
7.5m depth with a floor to floor height of 3.75m. The larger industrial units
have an increased depth, are double height and include openable rooflights.
The central space also includes openable rooflights for ventilation and
lighting.
Following detailed cost assessment of the design the proposed three storeys
on the Northern wing was reduced. This led to the design becoming solely
two storey and led to a reduction in the numbers of smaller lettable units.
Following thermal analysis studies and a rationalised strategy for the plant
facilities, the orientation of mono pitches has been reviewed. The result has
been to provide a lower, South facing monopitch roof over the industrial
units with a higher, North facing roof over the offices and central space.
This ensures that the rooflights for the central space are North facing to
avoid overheating and that an upstand wall suitable for mechanical extract
vents can be created at high level on the Southern (Industrial) side of the
building. This can then service both the industrial units and the shared W.C
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facilities, minimising ducting and keeping the central space clear of bulky
service distributions.
The ceiling of the upper floor offices and the double height industrial spaces
follow the rake of the pitched roofs ensuring that there is good air
movement within the offices to avoid overheating and high ceiling heights in
the industrial units for flexibility of use.
The change in the cross section led to further design options in the
development of the elevations and the plan to express the glazed ends of
the central space.
Figure 15: ESAM Concept Development – amended cross Section

Final Design Development
The final designs have been developed in response to the feedback provided
through the consultation process and on-going refinements of the design
with the stakeholders. The most significant input was from Disability
Cornwall and Cornwall Design Review Panel both of whom encouraged
further design improvement in the plan, and appearance of the building
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The building plan has now been modified and expressed much more
strongly in the form and elevational treatment. The central longitudinal
shared space is now exposed and expressed at both ends of the building
allowing views in and out at the two public corners mentioned. The corners
have been further strengthened by two strong rendered elements, these
also hold and screen the roof edge junction of the two monopitches. The
end facing the roundabout now has a strong raked rendered element
[housing plant room and services risers] screening the junction of
monopitch roofs.
Figure 16: Proposed Block Plan 3164(PL06)
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Figure 17: Proposed Ground and Fist Floor Plan

Internally the ESAM building is designed to create two separate work spaces
linked together via a shared circulation zone. The smaller depth units are
positioned along the Northern side of the building and have been designed
to be divided into 32sqm units however, there is flexibility for them to be
linked together in rows future proofing the growth and demands of
prospective tenants. The larger industrial units are positioned on the
Southern side ensuring efficient vehicle access.
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The central space is designed to splay at the Eastern end to provide a large,
well lit shared zone with views back towards St Austell and Eden. It is
reduced at the Western end allowing sufficient space for services although
punches through the elevation to provide clear separation between the
different building uses.
This focuses the shared breakout areas to the Eastern end of the building
next to the South facing main entrance, footpaths and courtyard area and
maintains the served utility areas to the Western end adjacent to the HGV
access.
Figure 18: Design Perspective Front

Combined with this refinement in plan, it was key to organise the
elevational form. A strategy for reflecting the 4 clear components was to
define the use through a reduced pallete of materials timber, glass and
render. The application of timber in different ways refects the different
building wings. Moreover the selection & use of glass relects the desired
transparency for the central 'shared' breakout space with rendered
blockwork enclosing and screening the opaque service elements of the
building.
+Office/ light industrial -Vertical timber (Rough)
+Central shared space - Glass
+Service area - Render
+Dedicated industrial areas - Horizontal timber (Smooth)
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Figure 19: Design perspective from A391 Road Improvement

Finally, whilst the form of the white rendered walls is derived from a
functional desire to enclose the service areas, (larger at the Western end to
screen the plant facilities & riser, smaller on the Eastern end to enclose the
main stairwell). It is also intended that these form bookends to the building,
provide echoes of the original clay tank history across the site and reflect
the industrial nature of the building.
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9.

Landscaping

The landscaping scheme provides a detailed design for the first phase of
works on the Technology Park whilst developing outline proposals for the
rest of the site which in turn has informed design codes for this planning
submission.
The landscaping scheme provides a coordinated landscape strategy that
integrates the Technology Park with the wider A391 project to ensure both
schemes complement each other.
These designs have been developed in close dialogue with the structural
engineers, architects and the Environmental consultants to ensure
connectivity of footpaths, heights of development plates, surface water
drainage strategies and ecology issues are all addressed.
The Landscaping strategy will follow the mitigation measures outlined in the
EIA and will be proportionate to different phases of development. For
example, mitigation measures that are required on the basis of the visual
implemented by the construction of a building will be required to be
implemented on the basis of the building being constructed.
This is particularly applicable to the phase 2 developments which in the first
instance while relate to site levelling and the creation of platforms. It is
therefore proportionate in such circumstances to require associated
landscape to mitigate against the impact of the reprofiled land at this stage.
Figure 20: Example from Design Code prepared by Pegasus C.0431_26-C
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10. Access
Footpaths
Currently the site has no footpath or vehicle access and is bounded on the
Northern side with the existing A391 road. As part of both the A391 and
Technology Park projects the design aspiration has been to provide full
access to the area complimenting the future wider aspirations of Ecocommunities.
As part of the A391 project a new footpath will be created to the Western
and Northern sides of the site. These footpaths provide connections
Southwards to St Austell and Northwards to the village of Penwithick.
The design for the Technology Park has been to continue these connections.
A network of footpaths have been developed by the design team to suit the
levels across the site and form part of the wider framework and design
codes for future development clarifying a strategy for achieving 1:21
disabled compliant footpaths within the Technology park area.
During phase 1, a new 3m wide shared footpath will be created that will
connect to the A391 footpaths at the Northern edge of the site to the
entrance courtyard and ESAM building entrance. This footpath will be a
maximum 1:21 gradient route into the site and is sufficiently wide enough
to be shared use for cyclists.
The final layout has been to provide a single vehicle route into the scheme
that provides access to a main car park and disabled parking area close to
the building entrance. This is aligned with the building entrance and is level
with the car parking and building entrance paved area to achieve level
access. A 2m wide disabled compliant footpath will be provided from the
car park area to the main building entrance. This will be de-marked with
coloured surface finishes and landscape buffers to ensure clear segregation
of vehicle/ pedestrian areas. The route will be part of a raised table to
further reduce traffic speed.

Vehicle Provision
As discussed earlier, the final layout provides a single vehicle route into the
Technology Park site, This has been designed to be capable of supporting
full HGV access. Those arriving by car will park in the main car park
positioned to the South West of the ESAM building. There will be 6 disabled
spaces and two spaces reserved for electric car charge points. An area
outside the main building entrance will be provided for drop-off and pick up.

Cycling Provision
5 No. covered cycle racks will be positioned outside the main entrance to
the building providing 10 cycle rack spaces. These numbers are based on
the anticipated building occupancy and are compliant with the building
achieving BREEAM excellent and ERDF funding commitments.
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Access into the Building
The main public building entrance will be on the South East corner. It will
include automatic doors entrance and lobby doors, both on PIR sensor and
will be immediately adjacent to the drop off point and 3No. disabled car
parking spaces. The main entrance is clearly defined in elevation and guides
the visitor to a natural entry point, which is fully visible from the reception
desk within the building.
The main entrance will provide people of impaired mobility with a ‘level
approach’ to the building. The doors will provide a clear opening of 1m and
and the lobby will be large enough to allow two wheelchairs to pass.
Areas of glazing which form the ground floor reception area will be provided
with manifestation to suit those with impaired sight. The entrance will
incorporate a flush, non-coir mat well and a well lit reception desk designed
to suit the needs of disabled visitors and reception staff. The reception desk
will include signage and an information screen which will relay the energy
performance of the building.
All entrance thresholds will be Part M compliant.

Access around the Building
Two ambulant disabled staircases at either end of the building. These will
include all visual contrasting nosing and handrails as described in BS8300
and Part M of the building regulations.
Also within the building will be an Evacuation lift capable of being operated
in the event of a fire. This will be located next the main entrance within the
protected stair core. Provision has also been made for additional lifts to be
fitted within the building if necessary in the future.

Facilities
Wheelchair disabled W.C’s are provided on both floors of the building and
within 40m of the furthest lettable unit. The ground floor disabled W.C has
been upgraded to become a ‘changing place’
2No. shower rooms are created on ground floor providing facilities for
cyclists with a further shower in the disabled ‘changing place’ if required.
Ambulent disabled W.C cubicles are included within both male and female
W.C’s on ground and first floor.
Contrasting colours and guarding of obstructions are provided throughout
the scheme.
Induction loops are provided to various facilities throughout the buildings.
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Development Planning Officer
Cornwall Development Company
6 December 2012

If you would like this information
in another format please contact:
Cornwall Council
County Hall
Treyew Road
Truro TR1 3AY
Telephone: 0300 1234 100
Email: enquiries@cornwall.gov.uk
www.cornwall.gov.uk
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